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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as applicable.

1. Answer any five questions from the following:
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(a) What is Rodrigue formula for Legendre polynomial?

(b) Check the orthogonality of sin 3x and sin 4x in the interval -n to n.
(c) Write down the Laguerre differential equation explaining the significant terms. Comment on

the singularity at x = 0.

(d) Show that if a real f (x) is expanded in a complex exponential Fourier series I: Cnetn*,
then c-n =e ,, where Trmeans the complex conjugate of cn.

(e) Find the value ot r (2 /3) /r (B / 3) .

(f) Find the value of erf (a).
(g) Express 13 as a linear combination of Legendre polynomials.

(h) State Fuch's theorem.
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Prove trrat f . :;:;; "" r\.i;f il:l ffi T:'l;''"
what do you mean by orthogonality of Besser functions ? 4+l

Assume separation of tt = R(r)O(e)O(<p). Hence show that Laplace's equation can be
decomposed into three total differential equations.

(b) Find the solution of @-equation subject to the condition O(q * 2r) - A(g).

fr x44. Express | # dx in terms of B-function and evaluate.' Jo "'l 7-xz

5. Prove that ] *Z1=tcosnx- sin(n+i)x
-^^*- 2 | Ltl=t LrJJ rrr'L _ 
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6. (a)

(b)
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Answer any two questions from the following. l0x}=20
Solve the following equation using the method of series solution: xZy" - 3xy' * 3y - g.

Show that [Lrxm Pn(x)d"x = 0 if m <n. 5+5
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7 . (a) Consider the funct ion f (x) = x2 ,-n ( x < n.

Plot f (x) in the interval -n to n and also plot its periodic extension
(b) Find out the Fourier expansio n of f (x).

(c) Proverhary* !=n'
Ln-, n2 6

8. (a) Prove that [[o xt-L y*-7 d.xdy -
x*y<h.

upto -2n and 2n.

(l+1)+6+2

(b) Show thatftferf (ax)] =#
(c) Considering the frequency di. ,],rs4-ffi.

7t+m where D is the domain x ) 0,y > 0 and

' e-o'*'.

stribution of error as f (x) = Ae-n'*', show that average error

4+3+3

9' A rectangular stretched membrane of sides a and b havingits edges parallel to x-and y-axes, andbounded rigidly at the edges, is given a slight deformation in the z_direction perpendicular to theplane' The differential equation for z is given by #= r, (#*#), where c is a consranr.
solve the equation by the method of separation of variables, assuming the initial conditionsZ = f (X,y) and,# - 0 at f = 0. 
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